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Abstract
     

 

Recently, many computational methods for predict-

ing protein-protein interaction (PPI) have been devel-

oped by utilizing domain-domain interaction or asso-

ciated information. However, most of the methods lack 

of reflecting the collaboration effect of multiple do-

mains to the prediction of PPI. In this paper, we devel-

op a computational model that considers not only inter 

relationship between protein pair but also the intra-

domain functional cohesion effect in PPI. In the com-

putational model, a value assigning method to reflect 

the intra and inter collaboration devised and the com-

puted values are stored in Interaction Significance (IS) 

matrix. Then an equation for PPI prediction is devised 

on IS matrix. For S. cerevisiae PPI data from DIP, 

MINT and IntAct, domain data from Pfam-A, the pre-

diction method achieved 50.19% and 84.57% sensitivi-

ty and specificity respectively. Here we also observed 

that embracing intra-domain effect gives positive result 

on PPI prediction by inspection of interaction proba-

bility change in protein pairs. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Since the domain based computational model for 

protein-protein interaction (PPI) prediction method was 

proposed by Sprinzac[1], many domain or domain 

combination based PPI prediction methods have been 

proposed[2-5]. These methods are known to be effec-

tive in predicting PPIs by manipulating the PPI and 

domain data available on the Internet. Especially the 

domain combination based PPI prediction method pro-

posed by Han et al. [6] was one of well-studied compu-

tational approaches for PPI and they achieved high 

prediction accuracy in Yeast proteins. 
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The conventional methods usually analyze the do-

main or Domain Combination (DC) appearance pat-

terns among already-known interacting proteins. These 

approaches were revealed to be effective to some ex-

tents if PPI and domain data would be sufficiently pro-

vided. However, it does not mean that the conventional 

computational models for PPI are complete enough to 

explain the complex phenomena of PPI in nature. 

Most of the conventional PPI prediction methods 

usually adopt simple computational models which can-

not support sufficient understanding of PPI phenomena. 

Consequently, they often have limitations in providing 

useful additional supplementary information like which 

domain or DC pair will act as a main body in a pre-

dicted interaction.  

In this paper, we develop a computational model 

that can predict PPIs in a more sophisticated manner 

than the models used in conventional domain-based 

PPI prediction methods. Some preliminary knowledge 

on domains and their appearance patterns in PPIs is 

essential for the development of such models. Actually, 

we can classify DC appearance patterns into two 

groups according to the appearance sites of the DCs in 

a protein interaction. One group is the appearance pat-

terns of domains confined to the boundary of respec-

tive protein, and another group is the appearance pat-

terns of DCs found in inferable DC pairs from interact-

ing protein pairs. We need to consider both groups of 

the appearance patterns for the prediction of PPI to 

make the computational models more complete. In 

order to articulate the differences of the two groups of 

domain appearance patterns, we introduce notions of 

intra-protein domain cohesion and inter-protein DC 

coupling in this paper. Intra-protein domain cohesion is 

the co-occurrence tendency of domains in respective 

protein of the whole set of proteins, and inter-protein 

DC coupling is the co-occurrence tendency of DCs in 

the inferable DC pairs from the whole set of PPI. 

While conventional domain or domain combination 

based methods consider only inter-protein DC coupling, 



our model considers intra-protein domain cohesion as 

well as inter-protein DC coupling. In that sense, the 

model is a more sophisticated and advanced computa-

tional model than the models used in conventional do-

main or DC based prediction methods. 

In this paper, we also define a DC pair coupling 

power as the possibility or strength for a DC pair to act 

as a main body for a protein interaction, and then de-

vise an expression for computing the DC pair coupling 

power with intra-protein domain cohesion and inter-

protein DC coupling information. That is, intra-protein 

domain cohesion and inter-protein DC coupling are 

two primary factors for computing the DC pair coupl-

ing power. Once the coupling powers for all the DC 

pairs are computed, the results are stored in a matrix 

called Interaction Significance (IS) matrix. Then we 

predict PPIs and identify primary interacting DC pair 

using the values of IS matrix.  

As learning sets, we collected PPI and domain data 

from DIP, IntAct, MINT, and Pfam-A respectively, 

and UniProt was used for data integration. To evaluate 

a proposed method, sensitivity and specificity were 

measured in 0.0 to 1.0 thresholds. Our prediction me-

thod achieved 50.19% of moderate sensitivity and 

84.57% specificity in threshold 0.1. 

Interaction probability of true test set was increased 

about 33.4% while one of false test set increased only 

11.5% after embracing intra-protein domain cohesion. 

We also present an example case which shows primary 

interaction DC pair is correctly changed after giving 

intra-protein domain cohesion force. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 defines intra-protein domain cohesion. DC and 

DC pair are formally introduced, and weighted DC pair 

is developed on it. Section 3 illustrates inter-protein 

DC coupling power, and Section 4 introduces IS ma-

trix construction from intra and inter DC collaboration 

calculation. Evaluation and analysis are presented in 

Section 4 and 5, and finally we end up with a summary 

and a future work in Section 6. 

 

2. Intra-protein domain cohesion and 

weighted domain combination pair 
 

In DC based approach, a DC-pair is considered as a 

basic unit of PPI instead of single domain pair. This 

DC concept originates from the idea that domains do 

not work independently, and neighbor domains some-

times collaborate with each other in a protein. Polypep-

tide folding is sensitive to the environmental effect to 

form a tertiary structure and a function. Thus, a domain 

as a folded polypeptide structure would be influenced 

by neighboring domains which is one of environmental 

effects. As a result, it is plausible conjecture that mul-

tiple domains in a protein work together to interact 

with domains in another protein. 

As a preliminary step, we define DC and DC pair 

using formal mathematical notations. Suppose that a 

protein p has one or more domains, and then we can 

generate DC by computing a power set of the set of 

domains. That is, DC, ��� is defined by  

 

��� � ������ 	 
����������������� �� � ��� 
(1) 

 

where ��������� represents a set of domains in pro-

tein p and 
������� is a function which generates 

power set of domain set. If a protein p has non-

redundant n domain(s), the number of DCs of p is 

��  !. The following equation is the definition of DC 

pair of two proteins, �� ". 
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where ��. � ��/ 2 ��� #��#��4 6 If two proteins �� " have 

���  non-redundant domains respectively, DC based 

method inspects ���  !� 3 ��7  !� pairs while only 

� 3 #� pairs were considered in the conventional sin-

gle domain approach. 

Though the DC pair is advanced concept, it is not a 

certain fact that all generated DC pairs always work 

together. Among the DC pairs, some of them may have 

higher effect on PPI than others. To differentiate the 

interaction force of DC pairs, we adopt intra-domain 

cohesion concept that computes conserved degree of 

DCs in a protein. When we consider that a protein has 

been evolved toward a specific function, a domain as a 

sub structure of protein also work together with other 

domains in order to realize the function. Naturally, 

during an evolution, the conserved part may be ex-

tended to accommodate a team of DC pairs. In the 

sense of that, we consider that DC pairs coupled by 

highly conserved DC may have higher effect on PPI. 

In this paper, we compute the conserved degree of DC 

using an association rule, all-confidence value, and 

regard the all-confidence values as representing mutual 

dependencies of domains in a DC. The all-confidence 

means co-occurrence probability of DC in the entire 

proteins. We found that there are higher correlations 

between all-confidence and the similarity of molecular 

functions of domain than conventional support or con-

fidence based approach [7].  

To easy understand, suppose that given proteins P1, 

P2, P3 and P4 have domains like Table 1. In this case 

all-confidence of DC, X={d1,d2} is computed like fol-

lows. 
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Table 1. Sample proteins and domains information 

 

Protein Domains 

P1 d1, d2 

P2 d1, d3, d4 

P3 d1, d2, d3, d5 

P4 d4, d5 

 
#(88&9:;<�_�
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Both 
!  and 
G  have ��� ?�!� ��A�  so the numerator 

of (88&9:;<�D�  should be two. Otherwise, among the 

subset of D�- ?�!A� ?��A� ?�!� ��A 0� ?�!A  is more 

frequently appeared in all proteins than any other sub-

set of X, and the denominator is three. Thus, all-

confidence of DC X is 2/3. This all-confidence means 

that the probability of collaboration d1 and d2 is at 

least 2/3. Likewise, we pre-computed all-confidence of 

each DC extracted from entire protein set. Fig 2 illu-

strates correlations between all-confidence and the 

similarity of molecular functions of a DC.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Correlation distribution between all-confidence 

of domain combination and Inner Functional Similarity 

(IFS). 

 

The Inner Functional Similarity, IFS is calculated by 

Gene Ontology similarity of each domain in a DC. The 

size of each dot stands for the frequency of a DCs de-

tected in the entire protein. From the result of Pearson 

correlation coefficient measurement, both X and Y 

axises are related to each other by 0.01 to 0.464 Pear-

son value. The formal definition of all-confidence is in 

Eq. (3) where P is a set of all proteins and MAX() is a 

function selecting the maximum number from the set 

of positive numbers.  

 

3. Inter-protein domain combination 

coupling power 
 

With all-confidence value, we found functional colla-

boration degree of DC in a protein. Now, the all-

confidence is extended to calculate a potential proba-

bility of collaboration from the DC in the single pro-

tein to the DC pair in the protein pair. That is, original 

DC pairs are differentiated by their effect on PPI, and 

we call them Weighted Domain Combination Pair 

(WDCP). WDCP of ��./  for a single PPI - �� " 0 is 

Eq. (4). Eq. (4) indicates that the weight value of a DC 

in a single protein is calculated by dividing all-

confidence of the DC by the sum of all-confidence of 

others, and the collaboration probability of DC pair is 

multiplication of the weight value of each DC. The 

equation is devised in the intention that the probability 

1.0 is translated to one interaction event, and each DC-

pair fairly takes the interaction chances.  

In the single domain based PPI model illustrated by 

Fig. 3 (a), two DC pairs get one-half possibility to 

work together. Fig. 3 (b), DC methods have three DC 

pairs, so the possibility is equally divided by three. 

Otherwise in our approach, it is possible to assign dif-

ferent possibility to each DC pair like Fig. 3 (c) by 

using all-confidence. Since we assign 1 to the weight 

of single domain, the total weights of DCs made by 

two or more domains in a protein should not exceed 

the value 1. It is rational because the number of single 

domain interaction is still larger than that of multi do-

main associated interaction. 

H��
 - �� " 0.�/  explains how strongly domains 

in the DC pair work together to realize a specific func-

tion. However, the equation cannot be directly applica-

ble for computing actual interacting DC pair because 



the equation calculates collaboration degree only in 

one protein. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The inter-protein DC coupling power calcula-

tion in a single PPI. Each figure shows the probability 

based on single domain (a), domain combination (b) 

and weighted domain combination (c) respectively. 

 

We need an equation to compute the actual interact-

ing DC pair in a PPI. Suppose that there is a set of PPIs, 

?- C� � 0�- f� � 0�- �� � 0A  and each protein has 

domains like domain(A)={a, b}, domain(B)={a, c}, 

domain(C)={a, d}, domain(D)={e}. If we assign 

equivalent weights to DCs for convenience, the colla-

boration degrees of DC pair, <{a}, {e}> and <{b}, 

{e}> become 1/3. However, intuitively none of colla-

boration degrees of <{b}, {e}>, <{c}, {e}>, <{d}, 

{e}> should not exceed that of <{a}, {e}> because 

<{a}, {e}> appears more frequently than others. Thus, 

we must consider the entire PPI data to figure out 

which DC pair plays a key role in an actual interaction. 

When a DC pair - ��. � ��/ 0 appears more frequently 

in PPI, it has more power in an interaction, so the pow-

er of - ��. � ��/ 0 is computed by multiplication of  

H��
 - �� " 0.�/  and the appearance frequency. The 

interaction power of inter-protein DC pairs is defined 

by domain combination pair coupling power (DCPPW) 

in Eq. (5). Eq. (5) means that actual interaction possi-

bility of inter-protein DC pair is calculated by the ratio 

of the DC pair’s coupling power against the negative 

effect of other pairs’ coupling power. We can redefine 

DCPPW with WDCP like Eq. (6) finally. 

 

4. Interaction significance matrix construc-

tion and PPI prediction 
 

Same DC pairs may have different DCPPW value 

in different PPI. Interaction Significance (IS) matrix 

accumulates average DCPPWs of all possible DC pairs 

from entire PPI in the learning set. Both columns and 

rows of IS matrix correspond to the union of DC of the 

entire proteins, so it is a symmetric matrix. When a DC 

pair is detected from interaction data, the contribution 

of that pair is computed based on intra-protein domain 

cohesion and inter-protein DC coupling, and the result 

is stored corresponding element of the matrix. The 

contribution value of - ��. � ��/ 0#is computed by Eq. 

(7) 

 

g����. � ��/�
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g����. � ��/�  is an average of ��

H -
�J� "R 0.�/ #in all protein pairs, - �J� "R 0#with the DC 

pair, - ��. � ��/ 0 . The interaction probability of an 

unknown protein pair is highly dependent on the inte-

raction of DoDC of each protein. In this prediction 

method, we assume that PPI occurs only when there is 

at least one interaction among the DC pairs. Based on 

IS matrix, the interaction probability of an unknown 

protein pair - �� " 0 is computed by Eq. (8). 

 

g
��� "� � !  m �!  g��
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g
��� "� is a probability that protein p, q have an in-

teraction, and this is equivalent to a probability that 

there is at least one interaction among the DC pairs of 

protein p, q. Each element in IS matrix stands for an 

interaction probability of DC pair, so the probability 

that there is at least one interaction among the DC pairs 

is equal to subtracting a probability that all DC pairs 

have no interaction from 1.0. For example, if protein 

pair <p, q> has three DC pairs and DCPPWs of each 

pair are _o� _p � _q�  �!  _o��!  _p��!  _q�  is the 

probability that there is no interaction. Thus, the prob-

ability g
��� "�#which means there is at least one inte-

raction is !  �!  _o��!  _p��!  _q�. 
 

5. Validation and result 
 

For training,  three PPI databases (DIP: http://dip.d 

oe-mbi.ucla.edu[8], IntAct: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intac 

t[9], MINT: http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint[10]) were 

integrated. In order to use up-to-dated data, 57,036 

PPIs of 20,442 proteins were extracted from DIP on 

Oct. 14th, 2008. IntAct released on Nov. 11th, 2008 

had 115,331 PPIs with 55,036 proteins, and 95,256 

PPIs from 29,148 proteins exists in MINT released on 

Apr. 14th , 2009. In this validation, we selected 65,902 

S. cerevisiae PPIs out of 197,165 integrated PPIs in 

which both protein have domain information. The do-

main information for the proteins was extracted from 

Pfam (http://pfam.sanger. ac.uk)[11] released on July, 

2008. We used Pfam-A families as domain database 

because Pfam families contain only non-overlapped 



protein sequences. Unlike hierarchical d

InterPro[12] we didn't need to eliminate redundancies 

in Pfam families. We manually removed PPIs missing 

Pfam-A domain information and finally prepared 

45,892 PPIs (69.63% coverage) for the val

SwissProt and TrEMBL IDs extracted from UniProt[

release 14.4(Nov. 4th, 2008) were used for the integr

tion of all database. We measured prediction accuracy 

with five fold cross-validation method, and analyzed it 

through sensitivity and specificity. Note that 

interacting test set was artificially genera

domly pairing from the S. cerevisiae

have domain information, and removed manua

random pair exists in the interaction test set.

ured prediction accuracies increasing thresholds of IP 

value by 0.1 in the interval from 0 to 1. We 

that an interaction occurs if a pair has higher IP value 

than the threshold, otherwise it does not occur.

shows prediction accuracy curve. 

 

 

Fig. 4. ROC curve of prediction accuracy.

 

Sensitivity rapidly descends from the best 

with the increasing threshold values.

ficity showed marginal changes between 

irrespective of the changes of threshold values.

We also inspected intra-protein domain cohesion e

fect on interacting and non interacting test set. Firstly, 

we divided each test set into three different categories. 

If all DC pairs of a protein pair have DCPPW greater 

than zero, we call it “fully overlapped to interacti

DC pair pattern”. If some of DC pairs have zero 

DCPPW, it can be partial overlapped protein pair. 

Likewise we picked out no overlapped protein pairs 

whose whole DC pairs have zero DCPPW. As shown 

in Table 2 and 3, all-confidence gives more effect to 

interaction test set. Especially, if a protein pair has 

fully overlapped DC pairs, its IP value usually i

creased. Since we assumed IP value is the interaction 

protein sequences. Unlike hierarchical database like 

we didn't need to eliminate redundancies 

nually removed PPIs missing 

tion and finally prepared 

for the validation. 

SwissProt and TrEMBL IDs extracted from UniProt[13] 

release 14.4(Nov. 4th, 2008) were used for the integra-

We measured prediction accuracy 

validation method, and analyzed it 

and specificity. Note that the non-

interacting test set was artificially generated by ran-

S. cerevisiae proteins which 

, and removed manually if 

raction test set. We meas-

tion accuracies increasing thresholds of IP 

value by 0.1 in the interval from 0 to 1. We assumed 

that an interaction occurs if a pair has higher IP value 

does not occur. Fig. 4 

 

OC curve of prediction accuracy. 

Sensitivity rapidly descends from the best 50.19% 

with the increasing threshold values. In contrast, speci-

ficity showed marginal changes between 84% and 95% 

irrespective of the changes of threshold values. 

protein domain cohesion ef-

fect on interacting and non interacting test set. Firstly, 

we divided each test set into three different categories. 

If all DC pairs of a protein pair have DCPPW greater 

fully overlapped to interaction 

. If some of DC pairs have zero 

DCPPW, it can be partial overlapped protein pair. 

Likewise we picked out no overlapped protein pairs 

zero DCPPW. As shown 

confidence gives more effect to 

eraction test set. Especially, if a protein pair has 

fully overlapped DC pairs, its IP value usually in-

creased. Since we assumed IP value is the interaction 

possibility, the increase of IP in the interaction test set 

means all-confidence gives good effect 

method. Otherwise, we found that the increase is rel

tively small in non interaction test set.

 

Table 2. IP change by adding all

tion test set. 

 Yrstu0 Yrvwx 
Fully 2182.8 

Partially 729.4 

No 0 

Total 2912.2 

Portion % 33.39 

 

Table 3. IP change by adding all

interaction test set. 

 Yrstu0 Yrvwx 
Fully 602.4 

Partially 397.4 

No 0 

total 999.8 

Portion % 11.46 

 

6. Discussion 
 

In the validation process, we found that DC

detected in experimental PPI pairs had conservational 

fixed patterns. Non-interacting protein pairs prepared 

by randomly pairing of proteins seldom overlapped 

with DC pair patterns of the learning sets, and thus 

they usually showed low IP value. However, DC

patterns detected in the interacting test set were more 

frequently found in the learning sets than the case of 

the non-interacting test set. 

stopped around 50%. We can explain it in the follo

ing ways. Firstly, the error data included in the learning 

sets is one of hindrances of increasing the sensitivity. 

PPI data used in this study is obtained t

throughput experiments, and it is known that many 

errors are usually included in the data from high

throughput experiments. Secondly, the learning sets 

have yet to be sufficient enough. Domains detected in 

current PPIs only cover a part of the 

nature. Thus if more large number of domains and PPIs 

are included, prediction accuracies will be improved 

further. Lastly, despite diverse features of protein are 

usually engaged in the protein interactions, only d

main interaction is considered in our PPI prediction 

method. This is because we assumed that domain int

raction plays decisive role in protein interactions, and 

thus the prediction method of this paper may not be 

sufficient to explain the entire phenomena of protein 

possibility, the increase of IP in the interaction test set 

confidence gives good effect to prediction 

method. Otherwise, we found that the increase is rela-

tively small in non interaction test set. 

. IP change by adding all-confidence in interac-

 

Yrstu� Yrvwx 
Yrstu- Yrvwx 

 1238.4 84.2 

168.2 14.6 

4305.4 0 

 5712 98.8 

65.48 1.13 

. IP change by adding all-confidence in non 

 

Yrstu� Yrvwx 
Yrstu- Yrvwx 

264.6 10.2 

100.4 1.4 

7346.6 0 

7711.6 11.6 

88.41 0.13 

In the validation process, we found that DC pairs 

detected in experimental PPI pairs had conservational 

interacting protein pairs prepared 

pairing of proteins seldom overlapped 

pair patterns of the learning sets, and thus 

they usually showed low IP value. However, DC pair 

patterns detected in the interacting test set were more 

frequently found in the learning sets than the case of 

interacting test set. However, sensitivity 

%. We can explain it in the follow-

ing ways. Firstly, the error data included in the learning 

sets is one of hindrances of increasing the sensitivity. 

PPI data used in this study is obtained through high-

throughput experiments, and it is known that many 

errors are usually included in the data from high-

throughput experiments. Secondly, the learning sets 

have yet to be sufficient enough. Domains detected in 

current PPIs only cover a part of the domains in the 

nature. Thus if more large number of domains and PPIs 

are included, prediction accuracies will be improved 

, despite diverse features of protein are 

usually engaged in the protein interactions, only do-

dered in our PPI prediction 

method. This is because we assumed that domain inte-

raction plays decisive role in protein interactions, and 

thus the prediction method of this paper may not be 

sufficient to explain the entire phenomena of protein 



interaction. However, we observed that DCPPW gives 

strong hints to protein interaction from the prediction 

result of proposed method.  

 

Table 4. DCPPW change between domain pairs due 

to the intra-protein domain cohesion computation in 

protein, P07258yP07259 

 

Domain Pair DCPP

W (all-

conf) 

DCPPW

(No 

weight) 

DO-

MINE 

Conf. 

PF00117_PF00117 0.557  0.282  GS 

PF00117_PF00185  0.081  0.007  LC 

PF00117_PF00289  0.559  0.220  HC 

PF00117_PF00988  0.108  0.009  GS 

PF00117_PF02142  0.497  0.295  HC 

PF00117_PF02729  0.081  0.007  LC 

PF00117_PF02786  0.559  0.220  GS 

PF00117_PF02787  0.389  0.162  GS 

 

Database of Protein Domain Interaction (DO-

MINE)[14] provides domain-domain interaction in-

formation annotated different confidence level such as 

Gold Standard(GS), high(HC), medium(MC) and 

low(LC). As PPI pair in Table 4, the primary DCPPW 

of DC pair, PF00117_PF02142 was changed to the DC 

pair, PF00117_PF02786 by embracing intra-protein 

domain cohesion effect. We expect that this phenome-

na means intra DC cohesion force positively contri-

butes to our PPI prediction. To convince this, we will 

report detail analysis in near future work. 

Actually, in S. cerevisiae case, about 2000 domains 

are detected, and the possible number of domain com-

binations reaches about 2000C2z 2,000,000 combina-

tions. Even if we consider only single domain pair, the 

number of combinations is quite huge in case the pro-

teins contain 10 domains. The overlap of DC pair pat-

terns in 35,000 PPI strongly implies that there are fixed 

and duplicated DC pair patterns in protein interaction.   

Our prediction method adopts intra-protein domain 

cohesion to compute PPI interaction possibility. We 

can expect several benefits from it. First of all, we can 

improve the completeness of conventional computa-

tional models for the prediction of PPIs. This enhances 

our understanding of proteins and PPIs. Second, we 

can improve the prediction accuracy of prediction me-

thods by using the intra-protein domain cohesion in-

formation additionally. Lastly, the new model is useful 

in providing supplementary information on PPIs like 

primary interacting DC pair. This information is some-

times useful in further study of PPI such as protein 

structure analysis in residue level. Our further process 

will be analysis of primary interacting DC pair by 

comparing it to reported crystal structure. 

7. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we developed a computational model 

that improves the understanding of PPI by considering 

not only coupling forces between inter-protein domain 

combination pairs but also the functional cohesion of 

intra-protein domain combinations. We expect that the 

prediction accuracy will be improved further as we 

increase the size of reliable experimental data in the 

learning sets. Our computational model is certainly 

advanced because it provides one of feasible ways to 

reflect the collaboration effects of multiple domains to 

the prediction. The prediction method considered that 

all protein pairs with non-zero IP value may interact 

with each other. We need an additional study on 

whether the higher IP value is relevant with the higher 

possibility of actual protein interaction. This study is 

possible by analyzing actual domain binding informa-

tion from PDB and comparing it with DCPPW of DC 

pairs and final IP value. We leave this to our future 

work as well. 
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